
Takedown Request

Extracted Details

ip REDACTED

send_date 2024-05-02T11�21�30Z

received_date 2024-05-02T11�21�41Z

format cloudflare

Incident part

url: https://dishonest.wiki/doku.php?id=tonydegouveia

domain: dishonest.wiki

copyright_copyrighted_work: :

copyright_copyright_owner: Mikhail Yegorov

copyright_official_url: https://latest-news24x7.blogspot.com/2023/11/tony-de-gouveia.html

copyright_official_domain: latest-news24x7.blogspot.com

Email Report

[125506056dd5a9cb]: Cloudflare received a DMCA copyright infringement complaint regarding one of your customers.

Date: May 2, 2024 11�21am UTC

From: "Cloudflare" <abuse@notify.cloudflare.com>

Reply To: abusereply@cloudflare.com

To: abuse@ipxo.com

Hello,

Cloudflare received a DMCA copyright infringement complaint regarding dishonest.wiki

Cloudflare offers network service solutions including pass-through security services, a content distribution network (CDN), and registrar services.
Due to the pass-through nature of our services, our IP addresses appear in WHOIS and DNS records for websites using Cloudflare, and Cloudflare
cannot remove material from the Internet that is hosted by others.

The actual host for dishonest.wiki are the following IP addresses. [REDACTED]. Using the following command, you can confirm the site in
question is hosted at that IP address: curl -v -H "Host: dishonest.wiki" [REDACTED]/

Below is the information we received:

Reporter's Name: Mikhail Yegorov
Copyright Holder's Name: Mikhail Yegorov
Reporter's Email Address: yegorovmikhail126@gmail.com
Reporter's Title: Copyright Infringement & DMCA Violations
Reporter's Address: 231 Brunswick St,Melbourne,Victoria,3065, Victoria, Melbourne, AU

Reported URLs:

https://dishonest.wiki/doku.php?id=tonydegouveia

Original Work: https://latest-news24x7.blogspot.com/2023/11/tony-de-gouveia.html
Comments:

Please address this issue with your customer.

Regards,
Cloudflare Trust & Safety
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Email Report (raw)

arc-authentication-

results:

i=1; mx.microsoft.com 1; spf=pass (sender ip is Hello, Cloudflare received a DMCA copyright

infringement complaint regarding dishonest.wiki Cloudflare offers network service solutions including

pass-through security services, a content distribution network (CDN), and registrar services. Due to the

pass-through nature of our services, our IP addresses appear in WHOIS and DNS records for websites

using Cloudflare, and Cloudflare cannot remove material from the Internet that is hosted by others. The

actual host for dishonest.wiki are the following IP addresses. [REDACTED]. Using the following

command, you can confirm the site in question is hosted at that IP address: curl -v -H "Host:

dishonest.wiki" [REDACTED]/ Below is the information we received: Reporter's Name: Mikhail Yegorov

Copyright Holder's Name: Mikhail Yegorov Reporter's Email Address: yegorovmikhail126@gmail.com

Reporter's Title: Copyright Infringement & DMCA Violations Reporter's Address: 231 Brunswick

St,Melbourne,Victoria,3065, Victoria, Melbourne, AU Reported URLs: https://dishonest.wiki/doku.php?

id=tonydegouveia Original Work: https://latest-news24x7.blogspot.com/2023/11/tony-de-gouveia.html

Comments: Please address this issue with your customer. Regards, Cloudflare Trust & Safety


